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http://youtu.be/KHGyu_AXNWg 
 

 

...... we are all connected by Source energy. 
This connection has a grid-type 
configuration, 
 
When we do sit in meditation 
simultaneously and fire the Grid for one 
hour, we will unite the globe and connect all 
the regions of the earth simultaneously. In 
the process, we will unite our souls in love, 
peace, harmony and collective cooperation 
for a better world for our people, today and 
in the future. 
 
See Nassim Haramein - The Resonance 
Project 
www.theresonanceproject.org/ 
and The Venus Project 
www.thevenusproject.com 
 
for an understanding of social 



consciousness, our interconnectedness to 
the universe, and the need for conscious 
shifts away from elite energy's like oil to 
zero point over unity and other nikola tesla 
inspired 
 
FREE ENERGIES - No more wars over energy 
because their is an over abundance of 
natural energy waiting to be tapped into by 
a conscious humanity and not one driven by 
unnecessary wars which are really designed 
to place the power in a few peoples hands. 
 
Wake up to the new consciousness and make 
shift happen!!! 
Read the amazing book Breakthrough Power 
by Jeane Manning and Joel Garbon, all about 
Zero Pint, Over unity FREE Energy NOW at 
www.breakthrough.net 
 
Help Make conscious shifts happen for the 
sake of your children's children. 

http://tinyurl.com/qjocw4v 
 

Comment by Frank Buijs 11 hours ago 
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“There are things known and there are things unknown and 
in between are the

http://apollosolaris.com/2013/12/23/cosmic

http://youtu.be/jLAr-WlxMZY 

Comment by Lydia 12 hours ago

Great Pic Anastasios

Will add the Music from the fire the grid and the shape of the 

stones used for it

Who We Are  

http://youtu.be/Ri2vKHsRVnQ 

Comment by Frank Buijs 12 hours ag

Beautiful picture Anastasios!

process which requires participation.

http://tinyurl.com/ot5uhzp

Comment by anastasios 12 hours ago

Yes, the grid .. I have talked extensively about it .. need 
everyone to be able, for to change it .. already we have 
succeeded a lot, but we can even more ..Hugs..

 
 

“There are things known and there are things unknown and 
in between are the DOORS” ~Jim Morrison 

http://apollosolaris.com/2013/12/23/cosmic-doorways/

12 hours ago 

Great Pic Anastasios  Thank You !  

Will add the Music from the fire the grid and the shape of the 

stones used for it  Let's Remember 

 

12 hours ago 

Beautiful picture Anastasios!  indead we can even more!

process which requires participation. 

http://tinyurl.com/ot5uhzp   

12 hours ago 

Yes, the grid .. I have talked extensively about it .. need 
everyone to be able, for to change it .. already we have 
succeeded a lot, but we can even more ..Hugs..

“There are things known and there are things unknown and 

doorways/  

Will add the Music from the fire the grid and the shape of the 

ad we can even more! It is a 

Yes, the grid .. I have talked extensively about it .. need 
everyone to be able, for to change it .. already we have 




